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the Virginia Marine Resources Cornmission (VMRC). It was conceived 
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Additional copies of this report may be obtained by contacting the VIMS' 
Lib,wy. 
Introduction 
History 
Management of Virginia's finfi sh species has, 
during the last decade, become increasing ly more 
structured and complex . ln earli er years Virginia 
management of its fin fi sh resources mainly in volved 
reacti ve enforcement of the laws and several regu la-
tions. ln recent years implementati on of bi-state 
Chesapeake Bay, inter-state coastal, and regional 
federal fi sheries management plans (FMP's) has been 
associated with rigorous conservation measures such 
as closed seasons, harvest quotas, gear res tric tions 
and size limits. Management-scientific interaction 
has al so evolved from a time when a sc ience advisor 
attended Commission meetings, in case scientific 
council was sought, to an era when sc ientific input is 
provided for the development of the FMP's or 
directl y to the Commi ssion in response to data and 
information needs identifi ed in the FM P. 
Scientific information is, however, not always 
something that can simply be ret ri eved from the 
literature. Sometimes, the info rmation availab le is 
not relati ve to Chesapeake Bay-Mid Atlantic Bight 
stocks or does not ex ist. As such, a one to th ree year 
lag between identified need and response is not 
uncommon. Efforts by the C hesapeake Bay scienti fi e 
community to be responsive to the needs of manage-
ment were focused in 1985 with the fo rmation of the 
Chesapeake Bay Stock Assessment Committee, and 
its subsequent Status of Stocks Knowledge Subcom-
mittee report in 1987 entitled , Determine short- and 
fong-termfactors affecting mortality and recruitment 
of key commercial and recreational species, including 
.fishing mortality and both natural and man-induced 
environmental impacts on mortality and recruitment. 
That report fo llowed the original approach to identifi -
cati on of scientific information needs se t forth by 
Lionel Walford in 1946 in which he used a matri x to 
depict spec ies and a sta tus of assessment know ledge 
needs. The CBSAC 1987 report inc luded a bibli ogra-
phy fo r each species, the c itati ons being the docu-
mentat ion that "fill ed in" the species' stock assess-
ment knowledge boxes. 
Scope and Format 
This report consists of four parts. Following thi s 
introductory section is a matri x (similar to Walfo rd 's) 
which contains the status of assessment knowledge 
for important, currently managed Virg inia finfi sh 
species . Assessment knowledge refers to key, mos tly 
quantita ti ve, data components used in stock assess-
ment analyses and management of the li sted fin fi sh 
species. Thi s matrix can be used to determine the 
strengths and weaknesses in assessment know ledge 
for any spec ies, alone, or re lati ve to other species in 
the matrix. 
Thi s matrix emphasizes management consider-
ations. For example, an acceptable state of knowl-
edge (a completely shaded block) about stock ide nti -
fi cati on ex ists for many of the spec ies li sted. Some 
of these species (e.g. weakfish and summer fl ounder) 
are managed partially or full y by an Atlantic States 
Marine Fisheries Commi ssion (AS MFC) manage-
ment plan, and either the ASMFC has determined 
sufficient stock identificati on studies ex ist to manage 
these species as single Atlanti c Coastal unit stocks, or 
a review of the li terature has yie lded publicati ons 
with the needed info rmation. Spec ies, or info rmati on 
categories, that show an insufficient status of knowl-
edge (empty boxes) are obvious candidates fo r study 
and offer guidance to sc ienti st and management a li ke 
fo r developing priorities fo r research and research 
support. 
At the same time, the matrix should not be 
viewed as a fi xed determinant of assessment knowl-
edge. Additional studies on any stock assess ment or 
management component could prove useful , even if 
there ex ists an acceptable or lesser state o f know ledge 
fo r the ex isting management plan. However, it 
should be the responsibility of the in vestigator to 
justify and expl ain the need fo r any study, regardless 
of the ex tant knowledge. 
The remaining two sections of th is report repre-
sent an expansion of the matrix. Each assessment or 
management term is ex plained, and practical ex -
amples of these stock assessment and manageme nt 
too ls are provided. In addi tion, bibliographi es of 
research reports and publicati ons fo r a ll matrix 
spec ies are provided, according to the assess ment or 
management te rms. 
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Stock Identification 
Stocks, o r independent management uni ts within 
a fi shery, are typ icall y defined on the bas is of a lack 
of exchange be tween areas (revealed by tag and 
recapture studies) or a difference in genet ic characte rs 
(morphological, life histo ry, and genetic studies) 
between individuals from diffe rent areas . Analyses 
of movement provide information on direct fi shery 
interaction, whi le genetic studies reveal instances 
where there has been hi sto rical (long-term) reproduc-
tive iso lation . Genetic studies are not particularl y 
useful for situations where the re is conside rable 
exchange between regions, as gene fl ow 0 11 the orde r 
of individua ls per gene ration is sufficient to prevent 
the accumul ation of s ignificant genetic differences . 
Recruitment 
Recru itment is the measure o f the weight or 
number of fi sh which enter a defined portion of a 
stock such as the fi shabl e stock, spawning stock, or 
as young-of-the-year. In a broader contex t it includes 
the spawning season and grounds (where spawning 
actuall y occurs) and the nursery grounds (where the 
young-of-the-year spend the ir first season). In 
management it also includes analyses of fecundity 
(the capacity o f a female to produce eggs), age at 
maturation, and indices of rec ruitment for spawner/ 
recruit mode ling. 
One o f the best ex amples o f management use of 
recruitment data/information has been the develop-
ment of the annual juvenile stri peel bass index in 
Maryland and Virginia (Figure l ). This index o f the 
re lative leve l of recruitrne nL in the two states is used 
in the Interstate Fishe ri es Management Plan for 
Striped Bass as one "trigger" for more stringent or 
re laxed management acti on. 
Growth 
G rowth is a fundamental property of population 
dynamics and one of the most important characteri s-
tics evaluated in fi sheries stock assessments. G rowth 
re fe rs to an inc rease i11 s ize with t ime. It is usua ll y 
measured in te rms of leng th or we ight. Grow th in 
weight is the characteri stic usually required in 
fi sheries modeling, but it is usually measured through 
g rowth in length. 
Quantificatio n of growth starts w ith obtaining 
data to measure s izes at age in a sample of fi sh. 
T hese measurements are expressed using the foll ow-
ing basic graph, a graph termed an age- leng th re la-
tionship (Graph A be low) . 
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Mathematical parameters of an age-leng th 
re lationship are quantified using various g rowth 
equations. The growth equatio n most w ide ly used in 
fi she ri es stock assessment is the von Berta lanffy 
equation . 
For mode ling, g rowth in weight must be es ti -
mated from the von Berta lanffy equation for g rowth 
in leng th . That is done by converting from length to 
weig ht using a length-weig ht re la ti onship (Graph B 
be low) . 
Length 
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Figure 1. Annual Virginia Juvenile Striped Bass Index, 1967-1995. 
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Data for the length-weight relationship is ob-
tained by measuring lengths and weights in a sample 
of fi sh . 
Mortality 
partit ioned according to harvest and background 
(generally the fish are not harvested) mortality. 
Natural mortality (M) is the instantaneous rate at 
whi ch fish die from causes other than fi shing (e. g. 
predation , cannibali sm). M can rare ly be determined 
Mortality is usually expressed as a rate at which directly and is often derived from the difference 
fi sh d ie . Mortality can be expressed as an annual between Zand F. From models, the current Z for 
percentage or instantaneous rate, where instantaneous weakfish is 1.55, Fis 1.25, and M = 0.3 . Table I 
rates account for mortality of a fraction of the stock shows the correspondence between various annual 
over a short interval of time and are expressed and instantaneous mortality rates. 
logarithmically to fac ili tate ease in computation by 
fishery scienti sts. 
Annual mortali ty (A) is the percentage of a fish 
stock which dies from all causes (natural and fish-
ing), annually. The current A for weakfi sh is 79%. 
Total instantaneous mortality (Z) is the com-
bined effect of all sources of instantaneous mortality 
(generally fi shing (F) and natural (M) mortality 
rates). Total F is the instantaneous rate at which fi sh 
in a stock di e because of fish ing activities and can be 
The harvest or directed fi shing mortality rate can 
be determined from tag (mark) and recapture srudies. 
Background mortality usually arises from killed fi sh 
which are not subsequently harvested and includes 
hook-and-release mortality of angled fish , by-catch of 
fish in commercial fisheries targeting other spec ies, 
poaching and discards of sub-legal fi sh from directed 
or by-catch fi sheries. Precise estimates of background 
mortality rates are difficult to obtain and are usually 
incorporated by a total fishing mortality rate (F) 
estimate or represent t_he difference between total F 
Table I.Relationship among various mortality rates. Instantaneous total 
mortality rate (Z) = F (instantaneous fi shing mortality rate)+ M 
(natural instantaneous mortality rate). 
Total Annual 
instantaneous Annual percentage 
mortality mortality rate mortality 
(Z) (A) (%) 
0 0 0 
0. 10 0.10 10 
0.20 0.18 18 
0.30 0.26 26 
0.40 0.33 33 
0.50 0.39 39 
0.60 0.45 45 
0.70 0.50 50 
0.80 0.55 55 
0.90 0.59 59 
1.00 0.63 63 
1.50 0 .78 78 
2.00 0.86 86 
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and harvest-related, or directed, F. For example 
total F for Chesapeake striped bass in 1994 was 0 .19, 
and background F was determined as 0.1, so directed 
(harvest-related) F was 0.09. 
Population Abundance 
Estimates of population abundance are of two 
types, abso lute or relative. Regardless of the type, 
the information is important in of its se lf, and al so fo r 
es timating other characteri stics of a population, e.g., 
ex ploitation, mortality, and surviva l. The methodolo-
gies and models herein are but a few from a large 
body of possibl e inc lusions. They were chosen for 
their simplic ity or popu larity, and it is not implied 
that they are the most appropriate for all situations. 
Direct Enumeration 
The simples t determ inat ion of a population 's 
absolute abu ndance (N) , or a portion of it (NP) is by 
direct count. The method is inexpensive and rela-
tive ly accurate . Its use, however, is restricted to 
populations in confined s ituations such as narrow and 
shal low, clear streams, or fi shways where the fi sh can 
be seen, videotaped, or electronica ll y counted, such 
as when the beam of a photoelectric ce ll is inter-
rupted . 
Mark-Recapture Data 
Mark- recapture studi es are conducted for various 
reasons in add ition to esti mating popu lation size, e.g., 
appraisal of growth, mortality and surviva l rates, 
migratory routes, sites of ex plo itation , and fidelity to 
the location of release. 
The Peterson method is a s imple direct propor-
tion model for estimating N from a sing le marking 
epi sode and a sing le recapture of marked fi sh. The 
equation is 
N n,. 
= 
C r 
where N is as be fore, and is the only unknown 
value, c is the number of fi sh in the sample, m is the 
number of fi sh marked and released, and r is the 
number of marked fi sh in c. The assumptions fo r this 
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model are: 1) the marked fish are distributed ran-
domly among the unmarked, or either the marking or 
recapture sample is random; 2) the probability of 
capture or death is not increased by marking; 3) there 
is no immigration ; 4) marks are retained; and 5) all 
captures of marks are reported. 
Methods that utilize single mark and single 
recapture episodes require a considerable proportion 
of the population must be tagged in order that marked 
individuals be recaptured. Other models, beginning 
with the Schnabel Method introduced in 1938, 
employ multiple marking and recapture episodes . 
The assumption of the Peterson model apply, in part 
or whole, to these methods, and, in addition, it is 
assumed that mortality is neglig ible during the time 
necessary to make the est imate. More complex 
models ex ist that employ multiple periods of marking 
and recapture, but are more fl exible, e .g., some 
tolerate known mortality, others unknown mortality, 
emi gration, and other considerations that affect 
estimates of population size. These models require a 
greater commitment of resources. 
Depletion Methods 
The concept behind depletion methods (also 
called catch-effort methods) is to assess how removal 
of individuals from a population affects estimates of 
relative abundance of the remaining individuals in the 
total stock . The assumptions are that the stock is 
closed (no immigration or em igration) and there is no 
natural mortality during the period of removal. T he 
purpose is to estimate how large the cumulative catch 
would have to be to reduce the relat ive abundance 
estimate to zero. That prediction of cumulative catch 
is then an estimate of stock size before removal 
began. 
The Les lie Method is a linear depletion model in 
which the initial population size N and the 
catchability coefficient q are estimate from 
C/f; = qN - qKi 
where C ;r is catch-per-unit-effort, and K is the 
,J; t 
cumulative catch up to but not including the ith 
sampling period. The estimate of N is obtained from 
the average values of Kand C/f;, by, 
N = K + (Clj)/q 
can be visually estimated by extrapolating the 
regression line to the X-axis, at wh ich point the Y-
axis value (C/f;) is ze ro and K; is an estimate of N. 
Virtual Population Analysis 
Virtual Population Analys is (VPA) is one of 
several models utili zing catch-at-age-data. VPA is a 
recursive a lgorithm that calculates stock size based 
on catch data; recru itment is not a cons ideration 
because on ly a single yea r c lass is fo llowed. The 
basic concept is that the nu mber ali ve thi s year (N) is 
equa l to the number alive at the beginning of next 
year (N,,) pl us the catch this year (C) plus natural 
mortality this year (M) . In add ition to catch-at-age 
data, an estimate of fi shing mortality (F) at the oldest 
age is needed. VPA proceeds from the age of the 
oldest individual caught (assuming gear selectivity 
does not exclude older individuals) back to the age al 
which recruitment occurs . Although not presented 
herein , the mathemat ical model is re latively straight 
forward when Mand F occur in the same time period , 
but it is more complex when fishing occurs in a 
restricted period whil e Mis, of course, unrestricted . 
In addition to estimating N at the time the cohort 
entered the fi shery, the ini tial F progressive ly 
changes and has been said to converge on the "true 
F," th is value, however, is not independent of the 
choice of M. The reader is referred to the references 
given for greater detail and examples. 
Catch-Per-Unit-Effort 
Catch-per-unit-e ffort (CPUE) is a relative 
measure o f abundance and may be re lated to popula-
tion size . Measures of CPUE, however, must be used 
with caution, part icul arl y whe n derived from com-
mercial catch data . The CPUE may often remain 
high, even as abundance is dec li ning due to fi sh 
aggregation and non-random fi shing, and will not 
significantly decrease unti l the stock crashes. In 
contrast, if on ly a porti on o f the population is fished 
because it is readily accessible and productive, the 
CPUE will decrease rapid ly wh ile total abundance is 
relatively unaffected. 
Surveys 
The abundance of a population , in absolute or 
relative terms, may be estimated by some type of 
survey. It is important that surveys designed to 
monitor changes in abundance over time be repeated 
in as nearly identical form as possible . Surveys will 
be comparable if catches are adjusted to a standard 
sampling un it, such as area swept or volume of water 
fi ltered for active nets. With knowledge of area 
swept or volume of water filtered, o ld and new catch 
data are comparable, and o ld catch data can be 
adjusted to a new standard sampling unit when a 
change in gear or vessel occurs. Catches should be 
reco rded as fish encounters with gear per t ime unit, 
for fi shing lines and passive nets. 
Juvenile indexes derived from survey catch data 
arc frequently used to estimate the relative success of 
spawning. One indicator of the worth of an index is 
the strength of the corre lation between its annua l 
index values and recruitment of the respective year 
classes . A strong corre lation indicates the index is 
attained after year-class strength is established. T he 
juvenile index for river herring in the Mattaponi and 
Pamunkey rivers is an example; the correlations 
between the indexes and recruitment of the respective 
year classes are highly significant (r = 0.87 and 0.78 
in the Mattaponi and Pamunkey rivers, respect ively). 
Juven ile indexes may be used as a surrogate for 
actual recruitment in spawner-recruit models when 
the surveys have been made over a reasonably large 
range in population sizes. 
Estimates of total abundance can be made from 
surveys of subunits of a total area. If a units are 
randomly chosen from A divisions of an entire area or 
ti me space occupied by a population. and for each a 
unit there is a count 11 ;, the est imate of the popu lat ion 
IS 
A a 
N - - L n, 
QI I 
There are statistical models for estimating N from 
counts along transect surveys fro m aircraft and 
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vessels, or swim transects for sessile and slow 
moving organisms. 
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Fishery Independent Data 
These are data and information collected by 
sc ienti sts and managers independently of commercial 
and/or recreationa l fi shing activities. These data are 
collec ted d irectly by the sci entist or manager which 
allows a degree of fl ex ibi lity fo r design freedom. 
These data are free of bias inherent in a col lection 
from a di rec ted fi shery. For example, abundance data 
collec ted from an area where the species is scarce, as 
opposed to data from the fi shery which would only 
operate where fi sh was abundant enough to make a 
profit. It also all ows collec ti on of sizes and ages, for 
example young-of-the-year striµed bass, that are not 
legal in the fi shery. The long term coll ection of 
fi shery independent data are not confused as manage-
ment regimes are amended in response to a manage-
ment plan that may change size or creel li mits. 
Fishery independent data, while less biased than 
fi shery dependent, is very personnel intensive and 
there fore ex pensive. Other examples are g iven in the 
sec tion entitled Surveys on Page 5. 
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Fishery Dependent Data 
This information is collec ted directly fro m both 
the commercial and recreational fis heries. Some 
examples are the VMRC Commercial Fishermen 
Mandatory Reports, and the VMRC Commercial 
Stock Assessments, Recreational Striped Bass Catch 
Reports, VMRC Commercial Pound Net Panel Study. 
Some problems with fi shery dependent data are that 
the in formation could be biased by noncompliance in 
reporting harvest or by regu lations on the gear or 
species fis hed. One use of fis hery dependent data is 
to indirectly assess abundance of the fis heries from 
year to year or over a longer peri od of time. 
Water Quality Tolerances 
These tolerances refer to a species sensitivity to 
changing water characterist ics such as salin ity, 
turbidity, temperature, light, nutrients, tox icants, pH 
and dissolved oxygen. Usuall y each species has a 
unique range of va lues for each water characteristic, 
and values outside of this range may inhibit the 
growth or survival of the species. For example , a 
species with a narrow range in water quality to lerance 
would be adversely affected by changes in water 
quality, compared to a species with a broader water 
quali ty tolerance . 
Trophic Dynamics 
Trophic dynamics refers to the flow of energy 
through the complex food webs found in ecosystems, 
with reference to fi shes that might be the target for 
management. It is important to understand how 
variations in primary production and/or the produc-
tion of prey organisms might affect such processes as 
survivorship and rec rui tment of young-of-the-year, 
growth rates, age or size at maturity, and fecundity. 
In addition, know ledge of trophic dynamics can 
provide information about interspeci fi e competition, 
and the effects of predation on natural mortali ty rates 
at various li fe history stages. 
Habitat Utilization 
Here, utilization indicates a species interaction 
with a particular hab itat. The interaction is usually 
driven by a requirement such as growth, survival or 
reproduction. Some species occupy a particular 
habitat all their life, while other species move from 
one habitat to another based on the changing needs of 
that species. For example, striped bass spend the 
majority of their life in the ocean, but leave ocean 
waters for fresh water habitats in order to spawn. 
Knowledge of habitat utilization is important when 
considering appl ications for various permits, such as 
would be involved for aquaculture or fi sh farming. 
Gear Conservation Engineering 
Perhaps one of the least understood, but offering 
great promise to resource management, is the area of 
gear conservation and engineering. In an era in 
which management is becoming increas ingly con-
cerned with resolving the open-access, common-
property problem, there is still considerable need to 
control the age at first capture and to mitigate or 
reduce the by-catch of protected marine mammal s 
and turtles and other species of non-target fin fi sh and 
shellfi sh. Gear conservation and enoineerino offers b b 
an opportunity to deal with these problems. 
Overall , there does not appear to have been a 
significant amount of work on gear conservation and 
engineering in Virginia during the past 25 years. 
Other than mesh size requirements for nets, cull rings 
in the hard crab pot fishery are the first example of 
by-catch reduction devices required by regulation. 
Significant work has also been done on escape panels 
in pound nets, designed to allow undersized grey 
trout, as wel l as other fi sh, to escape the net un-
harmed. Testing of these escape panels has demon-
strated their ability to retain grey trout of marketable 
size, while releas ing smaller fish. 
Modeling 
Modeling applied to examining fi sheries prob-
lems and issues is often terrifying to researchers and 
members of industry. In fact, one leader of the 
seafood industry once stated "when the scientists start 
modeling your fishery, it is time to find another job." 
Modelling, however, is an integral and necessary 
component of fi sheries science. What are models? 
In general , a model is a quantitative--mathematical or 
statistical--description of the relationships between 
variables. For example, the traditional model of 
M.B. Schaefer ([ 957) which relates long-run equilib-
rium catch to effort has been widely used to estimate 
max imum sustainable yield or the maximum average 
annual harvest that can be sustained. 
Some models are qualitative. That is, we do not 
have a fi xed mathematical or stati stica l relationship 
between variables. We instead have an idea about the 
possible relationship. For example, we believe that 
as curren t stock size increases, future recruitment will 
increase; we do not know the actual relationship . 
Alternatively, we conceptualize that as water quality 
improves, stock abundance and resource conditions 
will improve. Many qualitative model s, however, are 
also quantitative models. For example, we might 
only know that resource levels will increase, remain 
unchanged, or decrease given different environmental 
conditions. Using special mode ll ing methods, we 
may model the qualitative response. 
In examining resource conditions, fi sheries 
management, and regulation, numerous disc iplines 
employ many quantitative and qualitat ive models. 
Foremost among modeling activities is the set of 
models used to assess resource conditions. These are 
the mode ls which explain and predict the dynamics 
of fi sh populations or changes in resource conditions 
over time (e.g., growth over time, rhe re lat ionship 
between weight and length, or the relationship 
between fi shing mortality and fi shing effort). Eco-
nomic mode lling is also important for resource 
management. Economic modelling focuses on the 
relationships between economic variables. For 
example, how much will the catch of a particular 
species change if the ex-vesse l price for that species 
increases five percent? An increas ing area of model -
ling is ecosystem modelling which more completely 
focuses on the entire biot ic and ab iotic system. 
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In the simpl est case of a fi sheries model, produc-
tion by a population is considered. The static and 
nonstochastic input-output model of F.S . Russe ll 
( 193 1) "Some theoretical considerations on the 
overfishing problem" (J. Cons. Perm. Int. Explot. 
Mer 6:3-27) offers a conveni ent framework fo r 
understanding the mode lling of the underlying 
population dynamics (Figure 4). The model restricts 
attenti on to fi ve bas ic components: (I) growth, (2) 
recruitment, (3) natural mortality, (4) population 
biomass, and (5) fi shing mortality. 
Any of the components, however, may be 
modified to better refl ect environmental , ecological. 
and economic conditions and the underl yi ng dynam-
ics. For example , we might have popul ation biomass 
affecting rec ruitment and recruitment affecting 
popu lation biomass. We might ex pand on growth, 
biomass, and mortality to re fl ect age/s ize/sex compo-
sition . The same could be done for growth and 
mortality. What are some of the basic conceptual 
models for examining stock? Although production 
by an ind ividual fis h is the most basic model, there 
appear to be few models used for fisheri es manage-
ment that actually attempt to estimate energy change 
among the various trophic levels. 
Fishing mortality is perhaps the information of 
greatest concern to resource managers. F ishing 
mortality may be assessed via several methods and 
models but is most usefu l when related to fi shing 
effort. The basic framework relates fi shing mortality 
(F) to fi shing e ffort (f) through a catchability coeffi-
cient (q): F = q f. By knowing q and f , resource 
managers may assess changes in fi shing mortality 
associated with regulatory strategies. There is a wide 
array of models used by assessment scient ists to 
determine resource conditions. 
Possibly one of the most contentious (but widely 
used) models of fi sheries science is the stock-recruit-
ment relationsh ip. There are numerous formulat ions; 
but attention to the simple functional mode l R = f(P), 
where R is number of recruits and P is size of paren-
tal stock which may be measured in numbers, weight, 
or egg production. The stock-recruitment relation-
Figure 4. Input-output Model of Fish Population 
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ship may take many forms, bu t, usually it assumes 
that the number of progeny increase, as the number 
of spawners increase, reaches a maximum, and then 
declines. 
Yield per recruit models are also widely used in 
stock assessments and to ex amine fi shery regulations. 
In simple terms, the yield per recruit is the per unit 
weight of recru its or addi tions to the vulnerable stock 
because of from growth . For example, small fish may 
not be harvested by a g iven gear, bu t because of 
growth , they are eventuall y vulnerable to being 
harvested by the gear). Yield per recruit (YPR) 
mode ls widely vary in functional form and with 
respect to the number of variabl es thought to affect 
recruitment . Ln general fo rm , YPR is a function of 
the growth rate, the natural mortali ty rate, and the 
exploitation patte rn of a particular fi shery on a stock. 
For example, YPR might be expressed as a function 
of the fi shing mortality rate . Alternati vely, we might 
model the spawning stock biomass per recruit (SSB/ 
R) and relate that to fi shing mortality. 
Modeling is thus an essential component of 
fi shery management plans and regul ations. Stocks 
and associated resource conditions must be deter-
mined. On ly through modeling is it poss ible to even 
crudely assess whether or not regulatory strategies 
will achieve stated objecti ves . Moreover, economic 
modeling is essential for detemining the social and 
economic ramifications of resource management. It 
must be remembered, however, that models and data 
give inaccurate results; results o f models are only as 
good as the mode ls and the data . 
Management and Social and Economic 
Concerns 
Although management and regulation of fi sheries 
are typicall y ensconced in the population dynamics or 
bi ology of the resource, economic and social con-
cerns typica lly dri ve resource management. That is, 
resource managers not only usually have an obliga-
tion but also are typically mandated by law to ensure 
that fi sheries management offers maximum benefits 
to society. Moreover, management is concerned w ith 
maintaining or enhanc ing economic activities from 
resource exploitation. Most recentl y, managers have 
also become concerned with maintaining the social 
and cultural traditions of fi shing communities. 
Why not just manage all fi sheries to achieve 
maximum sustainable yield (M SY)'> MSY-based 
management would at least al low fi shers the opportu-
nity to harvest the maximum average annual harves t 
poss ible, and conceivably, could allow the largest 
sustainable number of fi shermen. MSY-based 
manage ment, however, is fraught with difficulties . 
Under such a strategy, benefits and economic opp9r-
tunities are not maximi zed. Without add itional 
regulations, profits to the fi shery and usuall y to 
indi vidual fi shermen are dri ven to zero. There are 
few winners with an MSY-based strategy. Fishermen 
are also typically forced to " race" to harvest the 
resource which further exacerbates soci al and eco-
nomic problems. A "race to fi sh" may well disrupt 
social and community structure . 
Management of Vi rginia's marine resources, 
however, must also include recreational fi sheries . 
The social and economic aspects of recreational 
fi sheries have actually been accorded more attenti on 
than given to commercial fi sheries . The National 
Marine Fisheries Service obtained social and eco-
nomic data in 1994 which permits an assessment of 
the social bene fits of recreational fi shing . The 
Virgini a Institute of Marine Sc ience is updat ing the 
NMFS study for 1995 and developing a socio-
economic impact assessment fram ework which will 
permit assessment of the economic impacts of 
recreational fi shing and changes in fi shing patterns. 
Economic and social concerns, to a large degree, 
foc us on product fl ow. Relati ve to commercial 
fi sheries, the emphas is is on the linkages between the 
bi ological environment, ex-vessel or harvesting 
sector, process ing/wholesaling sector, retail sector, 
and consumer or final users. For recreational fis her-
ies, the emphasis is on the linkages between the 
bio logical environment, marinas and support ser-
vices, expenditure pat terns, and preferences of the 
rec reational angle r. 
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The most diffi cul t area of social and econo mic 
research wil l be assess ing the trade-offs between 
equity, fairness, and al location of resource among 
competing user groups. When dec isions about 
resource al locatio n are made, they should be partl y 
based, at least, on how the a ll ocatio n schemes 
enhance the econo mies o f the Commonwealth and 
di stribute be ne fit s to the c iti zens. At least, the state 
should know how different resource all ocations affect 
the economi es o f coastal communities . 
Management Plans 
Fi shery management plans (FMP's) provide a 
fram ework for coordinated conservation , allocation , 
and utilizatio n o f fi shery resources . Plans cons ist of 
pertinent background info rmation (bi ological, 
economic, and soc ia l aspec ts of the resource and its 
fi shery ), descriptions o f problems with the status of 
the resource or its fis hery, and potential so lu tions or 
management strategies. 
The Virgini a Marine Resources Commiss ion 
(VMRC), Atlanti c States Marine Fisheries Commis-
sion (ASMFC), and Mid-Atlantic Fi shery Manage-
ment Counc il (MAFMC) each prepare fi shery 
management plans. Plans of the VMRC genera lly are 
drafted as C hesapeake Bay management pl ans in 
coordinati on with the State of Mary land and are 
implemented by sta te regulation. These plans o ften 
mirror those of the AS MFC. ASMFC management 
plans usually pertain to coastal migratory spec ies 
such as bluefi sh, summer flounder, and weakfi sh. 
Compliance with these plans is mandated by federal 
law ( Atlanti c Coasta l Fisheries Cooperati ve Manage-
ment Ac t). Plans of the M AFMC generally pertain to 
species harvested predominantly in the Exclus ive 
Econo mic Zone (3-200 mi le zone) . These pl ans are 
impl emented by federal regulation . Occasionally, the 
above mentioned organi zations prepare joint manage-
me nt pl ans to ensure that a spec ies is managed 
throughout its range. 
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In addi tion to providing for the management of a 
parti cular species, FMP's o ften cite research needs 
fo r that species. These sections of the management 
plan should serve as another valuable guide in setting 
rese,u·ch priorities . 
American Shad 
Alosa sapidissima 
American shad in Atlantic coastal waters range 
from Florida to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, but they are 
most abundant from Connecticut to North Carolina 
(Mansueti and Kolb 1953); the extreme extent of 
their northern range is Labrador (Dempson et al. 
1983) . During an average life span of 5 years at sea, 
shad may mi grate over 20,000 km (Dadswell et al. 
1987). The major fi sheries for shad occur from 
North Carolina to the Gulf of Maine. Shad, like its 
c lose rel atives, the alewife, blueback herring, and 
hickory shad (A . pseudoharengus, A . aes1ivalis, and 
A. mediocris, respectively) are anadromous and, 
therefore, they must mi grate from the ocean to 
spawn in freshwater. The time of the spawning is 
re lated to water temperature, with the peak movement 
when temperatures are about 55 to 61 ° F (Walburg 
and Nichols 1967) . In Virginia, spawn ing is gener-
ally between mid- to late March and early June. 
Juveni le (young-of-the-year) shad in the Chesapeake 
region spend their first summer in the tidal freshwater 
and the estuary. Although a few juveniles winter 
over, most migrate to sea in the late fall and do not 
return to spawn until age 4 or 5. 
Accounts in colonial times of fishes in the 
estuaries and open freshwater systems of the east 
coast are replete with statements about the great 
abundance and desirability of American shad and 
ri ver herring (alew ife and blueback herring) . Much of 
the informat ion regarding Virgin ia's anadromous 
fi shes in colon ial days was publi shed by the Virginia 
Commission of Fisheries (VCF) in 1875 , the first 
year of the Commission 's ex istence. Before the 
colonists came to Virginia, Native Americans caught 
large quantiti es of shad in the rivers and streams with 
crude seines made of bushes (Walburg and Nichol s 
1967) . Shad were so plentiful that they were eas ily 
speared with pointed sticks as they swam on the flat s 
(VCF 1875). The early settl ers utilized river herring 
and shad as a major food suppl y, and their ability to 
keep well when salted added to their value (VCF 
1875; Walburg and Nichol s 1967). Many of those 
in volved in the earl y shad fi sheries were large 
plantation owners. Thomas Jefferson brought shad to 
Monticello, and George Washington ran a shad 
fi shing business, and leased fi shing rights and 
privileges on his land on the Potomac River. There 
was a general pattern throughout the coastal colonies 
regarding the abundance of anadromous fish stocks. 
A plethora of fi shes, then construction of dams to 
harness water power for mill s, and, subsequent ly, a 
great reduction or extirpation of the anadromous 
run s. Concern about the plight of the anadromous 
stocks led to legislation requiring fi sh passage 
fac ili ties . In 1623 the first fishery law in the Colo-
nies (known as the Plymouth Colony Fish Law) was 
passed for the protection of alewives. ln 1680, the 
first law in Virginia protecting fi sh was passed by the 
House of Burgesses. There were numerous laws 
enacted in Virginia for the protection of anadromous 
fi sh stocks since the colonial period, but enforcement 
of the laws was most often lax or absent. The loss of 
ancestral spawning grounds due to dams and other 
obstructions gained ardent attention only when a 
serious depletion of the striped bass (Moru11 e 
saxali/is) stocks in Chesapeake Bay was recognized 
in the late I 970 's . 
Total landings of American shad along the 
Atlantic coast have sharply declined since the late 
1800s. The landings in 1896 exceeded 22,000 metri c 
tons (mt) , averaged 1,000 mt in the 1980s , and 
dec lined to only 700 mt in 1992 and 1993 (S hepherd 
1995). Shad landings in Chesapeake Bay followed 
the same pattern as collectively exhibited along the 
Atlantic seaboard. The shad fi shery of C hesapeake 
Bay ga ined importance about 1869, and developed 
rapidl y in the ensuing years. Due to decreased 
landings, an artific ial hatching program was begun in 
1875 by the U.S. Fish Commission and the Virg inia 
Commi ss ion of Fisheries. In 1879 the fi shery began 
to improve, and this increase led biologists to believe 
that the shad fi shery was largely dependent upon 
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artificial propagation . The hatchery program was 
expanded, but later studi es showed that the upsurge 
cou ld not be correlated w ith the output from artific ial 
stocki ng (Mansueti and Kolb 1953). In 1880 the 
tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay yie lded more than 
2,268 mt of shad. Virginia ranked second to New 
Jersey in shad land ings in 1896 with 4,990 mt. In 
1908, Virgini a's catch o f 3,3 11 mt of shad made it the 
most important fi sh caught in Virg ini a and comprised 
about one fourth of all shad taken in the United 
States. In the earl y 1900s a dec line began in the 
numbers of shad harvested despite improved hatching 
methods and increased numbers of fry re leased 
(Mansueti and Kolb 1953). Heavy fi shing pressure 
and the reduction in spawning grounds poss ibly 
offset the potential gains of the hatchery operations, 
or there was poor surv ival of the shad fry. The total 
landings in Virg inia were 442 mt in 1980, and on ly 
180 mt in 1990. The Virgini a Marine Resources 
Commi ss ion im posed season limi ts in the bay-s ide 
(bay and rivers) shad fi sheri es in 199 1, 1992, and 
1993, and the fi sheries were c losed in 1994 and 1995 
(VMRC Regul ation 450-0 1-0069) . Although the 
shad and river herring fi shery management plan calls 
for the enhancement of the traditi onal (bay-s ide) 
Alosa fi she ri es, the ocean fi shery was excluded from 
the recent management strateg ies. The bay-s ide 
fi sheries accounted for 90% of the shad landed in 
Virginia and the ocean-s ide in te rcept fis hery 10% in 
1980, by 1992, however, 90% of the landings were 
from the ocean fi shery. 
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Atlantic Menhaden 
Brevoortia tyrannus 
Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus) are 
distributed from northern Florida to Nova Scotia in 
estuarine and coastal waters. Adult and juvenile 
menhaden feed by straining plankton from the water. 
They, in turn, serve as prey for many fish and sea 
birds. 
Sexual maturity begins just before age 3, with 
major spawning areas from the Carolinas to New 
Jersey; spawning occurs primarily offshore (20-30 
miles) during winter. Buoyant eggs hatch at sea, and 
larvae are carried into estuarine nursery areas by 
ocean currents. Larvae change into juveni les in 
estuaries where they spend most of their first year of 
li fe; then migrate to the ocean in late fall. Adult and 
juvenile menhaden migrate south from fall to winter, 
and adult menhaden migrate north in spring. Adul t 
and juvenile menhaden form large, near-surface 
schools, primarily in estuaries and near-shore ocean 
waters, from early spring through early winter. By 
summer menhaden schools stratify by size and age 
along the coast, with o lder and larger menhaden 
found farther north. During fall and early winter 
menhaden of all sizes and ages migrate south around 
the North Carolina capes. 
The menhaden fishery is one of the most impor-
tant and productive fisheries on the Atlantic coast. 
The overwhelming majority of menhaden catches 
come from estuaries and the nearshore coastal waters, 
often within a mile of the ocean shore. In 1993 about 
40 percent of U.S. Atlantic coast commercial fi sher-
ies landings, by weight, were At lantic menhaden. 
Landings have remained fairly consistent, ranging 
from 300,000 to 400,000 metric tons since the mid-
l970s. The purse-seine fishery is the primary fishery 
and it provides catch for reduction which is processed 
into fi sh meal, fi sh oi l and fish solubles. Landings of 
menhaden for bait by fisheries (such as pound net 
and snapper rig) are thought to comprise about 11 
percent of the total Atlantic menhaden catch. 
A major study during the 1992 season reaffirmed 
previous findings that the menhaden purse-seine 
fishery is an extremely "clean" fishery; that is, there 
is a negligible incidental catch of other species in the 
menhaden purse-seine fishery (less than one tenth of 
one percent) (Austin et al. 1994 ). 
There have been significant changes in the 
Atlantic menhaden stock and fishery since the 
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission's 198 1 
Atlantic Menhaden Fishery Management Plan was 
adopted. Different fishing areas are being targetted 
(most fishing is now in the Chesapeake Bay rather 
than the mid-Atlantic); the number of vesse ls in the 
reduction fishery has declined (from 150 in J 955 to 
31 in 1993) as has the number of shore-s ide reduction 
faci li ties (from 23 in 1955 to 5 in 1993); regulatory 
restrictions have increased and menhaden have 
smaller mean weight-at-age since the mid- I 970s. 
The menhaden stock is healthy, with total stock 
size and recruitment comparable to levels recorded 
during the late 1950s - early 1960s. The most recent 
estimates of max imum sustainable yie ld are about 
480,000 metric tons. Research indicates that unde-
fined environmental conditions probabl y are more 
important in determining reproductive success than 
spawning stock size, although there is a weak 
spawner-recruit relationship. 
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Black Drum 
Pogonias cromis 
The black drum, Pogonias crornis, is the largest 
member of the fa mily Sciaenidae . Black d rum are a 
warm-temperate spec ies whose range in U.S. waters 
is from New England south through Florida and 
across the northern Gul f of Mexico, with Chesapeake 
Bay near the northern end of the breeding range . Fish 
enter Chesapeake Bay in April to spawn through 
May, disperse throughout the bay afterwards and 
leave in the fa ll. Thi s species supports an important 
commercial and recreational fi shery on the Eastern 
Shore of Virg inia. At least two stocks exist, one on 
the eastern coast of the U.S ., and one across the 
northern Gulf of Mex ico. The boundary between 
these two stocks is undefi ned at present. 
Black drum have been occasionall y abu ndant in 
the bay as ind icated by commercial landings and 
recreational citations. The catch in Vi rginia wa ters is 
dominated by o lder, larger fi sh (averag ing 26 years 
and 50 pounds). Typically in a long-li ved fi sh, a few 
dominant years c lasses dri ve the fi shery and this 
appears to be true for black drum. Thi s species is 
currently managed by the Gulf of Mex ico and South 
Atlantic Fishery Management Cou nc il s, as we ll as 
various states . 
Some work has been done on black drum . Nearly 
all of the work on adult black drum has been done off 
Flori da and in the Gulf of Mex ico. The work in the 
Chesapeake Bay region has mostly concentrated on 
earl y li fe stages. The adul t studies that have been 
clone have been based on agei ng with scales, which 
underestimate ages beyond IO years. Other recent 
work (Jones et al. and Wells et al. , both submitted for 
publication) has been directed to estimates of biologi-
cal characteristics on oto li th ageing and includes 
yield modeling. 
The materials that follow include a I isting of the 
most recent studies, and then the historic stud ies for 
the enti re range of this species . 
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Black Sea Bass 
Centropristis striata 
The black sea bass range from Cape Cod, MA to 
south Florida, primarily inhabiti ng the continental 
shelf. There are two stocks, one north and one south 
of Cape Hatteras, NC. W hile the southern stock is 
quite res ident ial, the northern stock migrates season-
ally from the southe rn offshore edge of the shelf 
duri ng w inter to northern inshore areas during spring 
and summer. Juven iles of the northern stock are 
found in coas tal and estuarine areas, and as they grow 
join the seasonal migration. 
Sea bass are protogynous hermaphrodi tes, that is 
to say, they transform from females to males when 
two to fi ve years of age. They reach sexual maturity 
when age two, and males may grow to 15 years and 
reach a length of two feet. 
The commercia l fi shery for black sea bass is 
primari ly pursued in the EEZ (the 200 mile Exclusive 
Economic Zone, or the "200-mi le limit") and is 
composed of otter trawl and pots. Hand lines, lobster 
pots, pou nd nets (inshore) and traps account fo r the 
balance of the catch . Most are landed in New Jersey 
and Virginia. Although the bul k o r the catch is taken 
by otter trawl, it is as a winter by-catch for su mmer 
flounder and squ id at the edge of the continental 
she If. 
Management is by a plan under the Mid-Atlant ic 
Fisheries Management Council , and was to be part of 
a multi -spec ies pl an with summer flounder and scup. 
This has not worked out as summer fl ounder have 
been acti ve ly managed since the l 980 's and the iea 
bass plan not wri tten until 1993. The plan which 
call s for management by control of the mini mum size 
in the commercial and recreational fi shery and a 
recreationa l bag limit is currently in the process of 
implementation . 
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Stock analysis, us ing a virtual population analy-
sis, indicate that the northern stock is over fi shed . 
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Bluefish 
Pomatomus saltatrix 
The blue fi sh, Pomatomu .1· saltatrix, is a pe lagic 
coasta l species that seasonall y migrates from south of 
Hatteras to north o f Cape Cod. The main body of 
bluefi sh entering Virginia's waters appear each spring 
along the coast during their annua l northern migra-
tion, entering the Chesapeake Bay to feed before 
moving north. Its aggressive feed ing hab its and 
strong spirited fight make it a popular sportfi sh in the 
mid-Atlantic Bight. Spawning occurs south of 
Hatteras each spring, and again during summer off 
Block Island on the continental she lf. Whether they 
spawn during two di sti nct periods, or a continuous 
wave with only first and last spawned young surviv-
ing, remains to be determined. 
Although the two spawn ings can be separated 
morphometrically they are of o ne genetic spawning 
stock. 
The fi shery for bluefish is partitioned roughly 
80:20 with the 80% hi storically going to the recre-
ational fi shermen. Combined lnndings peaked in 
1980 at just over 75,000 mt and has declined steadily 
ever since. T he landings in 1993 were 18.8 mt. 
During this same period the spawning stock biomass 
dec lined from over 300,000 mt to less than 100,000 
mt by 1993. 
Management of the mid-Atlan tic stock is pro-
vided by separate management plans prepared by the 
ASMFC and MAFMC. Fishi ng mortality (F) has 
increased from 0.20 in 1980 to over 0.45 in 1993. 
The current plan specifies an F1u= 0.20 and an 
F =0.30. The 1994 Status o f Fishery Resources of 
111 ,IX 
the Northeastern United States c ites the stock as 
overharvested. 
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Cobia 
Rachycentron canadum 
Cobia is widely di stributed fro m Atlantic to lndo-
Pacific localities, and is highly pri zed by sports man 
because of its habit of hard fighting, its large s ize (up 
to and rare ly exceeding 100 lbs) , and its highl y 
palatabl e flesh. The species is closely related to the 
oceanic dolphinfi shes (Coryphaena spp.) , but usuall y 
pre fe rs coastal, estuarine or reef habitats throughout 
its di stribution. Cobia eat both fi sh and inve rtebrates 
(primarily shrimps and crabs), and arc often foun d in 
association with larger fi sh, floatin g debri s, or 
structures such as bouys and pilings. 
A coastal migrant, cobia are generally caught in 
summer months in the Chesapeake Bay, and their 
appearance constitutes one of the few exclusively 
recreational fi sheries in Virginia's waters . A few 
fi shes are taken every year in pound nets, but landing 
records suggest that the recreationa l catch usuall y is 
far greater than commercial activity for th is species. 
Cobia are captured by trolling, casting and fi shing cut 
or live baitfish in chum slicks . Most fi shes are 
caught in Virgini a 's portion of the lower bay and 
along the eastern shore and bay entrance. El sewhere, 
cobia are captured in both commercial and recre-
ational fi sheries a long the south At lantic and Gui f of 
Mex ico coasts. During each year in the period I 98 1-
1986, commercial harvests exceeded recreational 
catch in these regions. 
Running ripe male and femal e cobia are usually 
captured each year, and it is genera lly believed that a 
reproductive ly active population exists during 
summer months in Chesapeake Bay. Eggs presumed 
to be those of the cobia have been captured in plank-
ton nets at the Chesapeake Bay entrance, and new 
recruits are frequently observed in late summer in 
Chesapeake Bay waters . 
Cobia is currently included in a 1990 Fi shery 
Management Plan (FMP) deve loped by the South 
Atlantic Fishery Management Counc il (SAFMC) and 
the Gulf of Mex ico Fishery Management Cou ncil 
(GMFMC) . The multi species FM P includes spanish 
mackere l. The plan limits catch to two fi sh (mini -
mum size, 37" total length ) per ang ler per day, and 
has been adopted by Virginia. This management 
scheme probably restricts the taking of fi shes <5 y-
old. Age at maturity and seasonal patterns of gonada l 
development in Chesapeake Bay are poorl y known, 
but available data suggest that individual s o f both 
sexes may mature at 20-27" fork length. 
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Croaker 
Micropogonias undulatus 
The croaker is a coastal subtropical species, 
common south of Cape Hatteras and in the Gulf of 
Mexico. It ranges northward to the New England 
states, but is rare north of Delaware. The Chesapeake 
Bay is the northern-most point of fi shery abundance . 
Although common during summer and earl y fa ll in 
the Bay, the croaker is not a Chesapeake Bay res iden-
tial species. Adult croaker migrate into the Bay each 
spring from wintering grounds south of Hatteras and 
spend the summer where they are subject to an 
intense recreational and commercial fi shery. In the 
fall they migrate out of the Bay, and depending upon 
shelf water temperatures, spawn north of Hatteras 
during warm years, or delay spawning un til after they 
migrate south of the Cape. Recruitment to the Bay is 
dependent upon surface wind-driven transport, and 
the survival of the young-of-the-year dependent upon 
winter temperatures in the Bay. Age of first maturity 
is 182 mm (7 .2") for males and 173 mm (6.8") fo r 
females. More than 85% are mature at age one, and 
all by the end of their second year (14"). 
There is a significant hook and line fi shery for 
croaker from small boats and fi shing piers. During 
years of abundance smal l croaker (8") are also 
commonly taken by surf casters. The croaker are a 
summer ma instay of the Bay pound net and haul 
se ine fi sheries . Combined, Virginia and North 
Carolina make up 98% of the commercial landings. 
Management of the croaker is provided fo r by an 
ASMFC FMP including the states Maryland through 
Florida. ln 1993 the instantaneous total annual 
mortality rate (Z) ranged from 0.55 to 0 .63, and 
natural mortality (M) was estimated at 0 .25-0.40. 
From this, and using an age of fi rs t capture of 2 
years, the range of F0 1 is 0 .35 to 0.64. Cu1Tent F is 
be lieved to be 0 .35 , and it appears that the stocks in 
the Chesapeake Bay can res ist overfi shing. If age of 
first capture is reduced to I year, F will ri se to 0 .50 to 
0 .75. If however, F increases to 0.40 or above, 
Juvenescence may occur. 
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Red Drum (channel bass) 
Sciaenops ocellatus 
Red dru m occu r in a variety o f habitats di strib-
uted from Massach usetts to Key West F lorida o n the 
At lantic Coast. Red drum have hi s torically-been 
found as far north as Massachusetts w ith concentra-
tions great enough to support a moderate comme rc ia l 
fishery in New Jersey in the earl y I 930's. Comme r-
c ial red drum landings have genera lly dec li ned alo ng 
the mid-Atlantic Coas t and none have been reported 
north of Virginia s ince I 950. 
The At la ntic States Marine F isheries Comm iss ion 
(AS MFC) adopted an FMP for red drum in 1984. T he 
plan recommended manage ment measures for the 
species in state jurisdict io na l waters a lo ng the 
A tla nti c coast from Maryland to F lorida. In 1988, 
s tates north of Maryland were reques ted to e nact the 
plan's regulato ry measures to preve nt the deve lop-
ment o r a large scale offshore fi shery on southern 
spawning stocks w ith landings in northern states. 
Amendment# I to the Red Drum FMP was 
adopted in 1988, as a result of fa iling stock abun-
dances. A target of 30% escapeme nt by juvenile to 
the adu lt s tock was adopted. The Exc lu s ive Eco-
nomic Zone (EEZ) was c losed to all harvest of red 
drum and fi shing mortality rates were further reduced 
through such actions as gear restriction s, c losed 
seasons, q uotas, s ize limits and bag limits. 
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Sharks 
During the last twenty years the recreational and 
com mercial fi sheries fo r sharks along the US Atlantic 
coast and in the Gulf of Mexico have expanded at 
rap id rates (Anderson 1985, 1990; Casey and Hoey 
1985; Hoff and Musick 1990). Rec reational catch 
has been esti mated at 2.5 million sharks (ca. 35,000 
mt) annuall y; 20-40% of this is killed. Driven by 
increased marketabi lity, the commercial fi shery has 
rapidl y expanded s ince I 985, with landings exceed-
ing 71 00 mt in 1989. Both fi sheries target highly 
migratory species. A long the east coast of the U.S . 
sharks move north in the spring with warming 
temperatures, and south again the fa ll. In the Gulf of 
Mexico, the spec ies may be ava il able all year, being 
most common in the summer. These migrations 
which encompass areas of the Caribbean for some 
species, and southern Gulf of Mexico for most, also 
bring the fish in contact with long established and 
expanding fi sheries of o ther cou ntries such as Cuba 
and Mexico (Anderson 1985; Bonfil et al. 1990). 
Thus, explo itation of these stocks is even greater. 
Shark mortality within FAO area 3 1 (US mid-
Atlantic through the Caribbean) has exceeded 42,000 
mt, of which approximately one-half was from U.S. 
wate rs. This annual morta li ty has exceeded the 
estimated maximum sustainable yield by > 15,000 mt. 
The increased ex pl o itation of sharks prompted 
the development of a US Fisheries Management Plan 
(FMP) for shark resources of the Atlantic and Gu lf 
coasts . Sharks are susceptible to over fi shing, in part, 
because they are s low grow ing with late maturat ion, 
and low fecundity (Hoff and Musick 1990). At 
present, a fi shery management plan developed by 
NMFS has been in force since spring 1993. [n 
addi tion, several states (Virginia, North Carolina, 
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Texas and Florida) have enacted laws to regulate 
shark fishing in their respective regions ( 14% of 
commercial and 64% of recreational catches occur in 
state controlled waters). 
Regardless, a Scientific Review Panel of Experts 
concluded in April 1994 (Anon. 1994) that the stocks 
of large coastal sharks were depleted to much lower 
relative levels than realized in the FMP and that stock 
recovery would take decades rather than two years as 
stated in the plan. Consequently, the Panel recom-
mended that the total allowable catch (TAC) of 
sharks not be increased in 1995 as recommended in 
the management plan, but that the TAC remain 
constant. Some members of the panel suggested that 
the TAC be reduced instead of being held constant, or 
that the directed commercial fi shery be closed. 
The annual rate of replacement (r) used in the 
FMP model, 26% per year is much higher than that 
calculated to be biologically possible for both fast-
growing and slow-growing carcharh inids using 
accepted demographic models (Bonfil-Sanders, 1993; 
Cai lliet 1993; Cortes, 1994; Hoening and Gruber 
1990; Hoff 1990). Recent modeling in our laboratory 
suggests that for sandbar sharks the annual popula-
tion increase rate can vary from 2.6% to 11 .9% with 
an age at maturity of 15 years. lf a more conservative 
age of first maturity of 29 yem-s is used (Casey and 
Natanson 1992) then the annual population increase 
rate may vary from -2.6% to 5.2%. These low rates 
of intrinsic increase are probably close to the real 
situation and reflect the K-selected life history 
parameters typical of virtually a ll sharks. The 
reasons for the unrealistic " r" used in the FMP might 
lie in the simple use of the number of fi shing vessels 
in the FMP model as an estimate of fishing effort. 
Longline vessels might increase the number of sets, 
or the number of hooks per set. to increase their 
effort. In addition, major components of the fishery 
such as the wi nter long-l ine fi shery off North Caro-
lina can provide catch-per-effort trends that are 
mi sleadingly high. In the winter, large vulnerable 
concentrations of sharks occur in a relatively na1Tow 
geographic band at the edge of the Gulf Stream, 
sandwiched by cold coastal wate r to the west and the 
edge of the continental shelf to the east. In summer, 
these sharks disperse inshore off the Carolinas and 
north into the mid-Atlantic Bight (Musick et al. 
1993). 
The Virginia Institute of Marine Science has 
carried out a longline sampling program since 1973 
to study the distribution , abundance and biology of 
sharks and large pelagic teleosts from Cape Hatteras, 
NC to Cape Henlopen, DE. This long-term program 
contributes to several data needs: biological data, 
catch/effort by species, and fi shery independent 
assessment. The program was expanded during 1980 
and 198 l with Sea Grant support (Colvocoresses and 
Musick 1980), thu s providing a strong historical 
baseline concerning the sharks inhabiting coastal 
waters prior to the escalation of the recreational and 
commercial fi sheries. More recently the survey has 
been supported by fund ing ( 1990-1994) through the 
Wallop-Breaux program. Currently ( l 995-1998) the 
program is being supported by the Virginia Salt 
Water Recreational Fishing Development Fund 
admin istered by VMRC. These recent studies have 
provided insights into the effects of the fi shery 
expansions on the shark stock during the last 14 years 
(Musick et al. 1993; Musick et al. 1994). The 
Virginia data base was the only avai lable long-term 
fi shery independent data source incorporated into the 
NMFS 1994 re-evaluation of the FMP (Anon. 1994). 
Thus, its value has been recognized as an important 
tool in defining trends in East Coast shark abundance 
over a twenty year period. When the catch per unit 
effort (CPUE) indices from the VIMS fi shery inde-
pendent survey were subjected to analysis using a 
general linear model (GLM) and compared with eight 
various fishery dependent indices derived primari ly 
from fisheries in the south Atlantic and Gulf, the 
historical trends in CPUE agreed very well (Anon. 
1994). In addition, information about CPUE statisti-
cal variance were not available for many of the 
fishery dependent indices, but because the VIMS 
survey was scientifically designed, variances could 
be generated to test reliability of CPUE estimates. 
Continuation of this program is critical to deter-
mining whether the FMP is leading to stock recovery, 
or whether more stringent regulations need to be 
adopted. 
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Spanish mackerel 
Scomberomorus maculatus 
T he Spani sh macke re l, Scomheromorus 
macu/atus, is a pe lagic, warm -te mperate species that 
gene rally ranges from Cape Cod, Mass . south a long 
the A tla nti c coas t to Florida and through the Gu lf of 
Mex ico to the Yucatan Pe nin sula or Mex ico. It is 
now abu ndant a long the East coast north only to 
C hesapeake Bay. It enters C hesapeake waters only 
during the warmer months. Thi s species supports 
important recreationa l and commercial fi she ri es 
throug hout US waters from the C hesapeake region 
south. At least two s tocks ex ist, at least o ne in the 
Gu lf of Mex ico and at least one along the South 
Atlant ic coas t. Boundaries be tween these stocks are 
taken to occur off the lower east coast of Florida. 
Span ish mackerel were once extremely abundant 
in the C hesapeake and mid-A tlantic region, the last 
third of the I 800's. They have generally not been 
abundant in these waters s ince 1910. Abundance 
g reatly increased in the Chesapeake region about 
1987, howeve r, and it has remai ned high s ince then. 
Thi s species is curren tly managed jointly by the Gulf 
of Mex ico and South At lantic Fishe ry Management 
Counci Is, as we ll as the various s tates . 
Much work has been clone on Spani sh mackere l. 
Nearly all thi s work, however, has been directed a t 
stocks off Florida o r in the Gulf o r Mexico. Other 
than recent work (Chittenden e t a l 1993 a, b), there 
has been no study direc ted at thi s spec ies in the cold 
te mpe rate waters north of C ape Hatteras, NC since 
about 1880. As a resu lt, published knowledge of the 
b io logy o f thi s species in our regio n is almost non-
ex istent other than in genera l terms not well -su ited to 
manageme nt. 
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The fo llowing mate rials provide, first, a listing of 
recent studies in the Chesapeake region and then, 
second , a " range-wide" li sting of reports and studies 
in re ference to know ledge on important stock assess-
me nt characteristics of Spani sh mackere l. 
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Spot 
Leiostomus xanthurus 
The spot is one of the most common inshore, 
Bay, and sound species taken in the mid-Atlantic 
Bight during the warmer months of the year by both 
recreat ional and commercial fishermen. 
Commerc ial harvests in the Virginia waters of 
the Bay are principally gill and pound nets in the 
main stern. Wh ile the harvest period is May through 
October, the peak is during August and September 
as the fish exit the Bay. Two year classes are taken 
in Maryland, one in Vi rginia. One year old fish, 
175 rnrn (7 ") and two year old fi sh 200 mm (8") 
are harvested in Maryland, while in Virginia the 
larger two year old fi sh arc harvested by gi ll nets 
(215 mm, 8.5 ") and the smaller group ( 190 mm , 
7.5 mm) in pound nets. 
The ASMFC FMP for spot covers the states of 
Delaware to Florida. The plan, and subsequent 
annual ASMFC reviews, do not contain est imates of 
mortality. The main recommendation of the plan is 
a reduct ion of juvenile by-catch, part icularly by the 
shrimp fisheries . 
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Spotted Seatrout (speckled trout) 
Cynoscion nehulosus 
Spotted seatroul occur a long the Atlantic and 
Gulf coasts of the United States from Cape Cod, MA 
to Carmen Island in the lower Gul f of Campeche, 
Mexico. They are rare in and north of Delaware Bay 
and the center of abundance i.· from Florida to Texas. 
The origina l interstate fishery management plan 
(FMP) fo r spotted seatrout was approved by the 
Atlantic S tates Marine Fisheri c,; Commi ss ion 
( AS MFC) in 1984. The management unit for ·polled 
seatrout under the FMP ranges from Maryland 
through the Florida Keys. 
In November of 1991, the ASMFC Policy Board 
approved Amendment #I to the plan which added an 
objective of maintaining a spawn ing potential ratio 
(SPR) of at least 20% to minimize the possibility of 
recruitment failure. Equi librium spawning potential 
ratios (SPR) for Florida have been estimated al less 
than 20%. Estimates of SPR for spotted seatrout in 
Indian River Lagoon ranged from IO to 15%. Recent 
data suggests SPR is 11 to 15% on the Florida east 
coast. 
Fluctuations in spotted seatrout landings (both 
commerc ial and recreational) have varied consider-
ab ly during the last decade. However, most of the 
reported landings have no meaningful effort data 
assoc iated with them and are not considered useful 
indicators of stock abundance. 
Preliminary work on developing a prerecrnil 
index of abundance has been conducted in South 
Caroli na. Since spotted seatrout appear to be com-
prised of several stocks throughout its range, 
prerecruit indices derived for specific geographical 
areas will not be transferable lo other areas. Some 
very preli minary work has been conducted in South 
Carolina which suggests that wi th the a id of mito-
chondrial DNA techniques, "between-area" compari-
sons of spotted seatrout populati ons may be possible. 
No directed research on spotted seatrout is currently 
underway in Virgin ia or Maryland . 
All states which declared an interest in spotted 
seatrout have estab li shed a minimum size limit of at 
least 12 inches as called for in the FMP. Collection of 
improved catch and effort data from the commercial 
and recreational fisheries has been iniLiated in all 
states. 
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Striped bass 
Morone saxatilis 
Striped bass (rockfish) have supported fi sheries 
along the Atlantic coast for centuries. The Atlantic 
coast migratory stock of striped bass is distributed 
from the S · t L' · am ctwrence estuary 111 Canada south-
ward to Cape Hatteras, North Carolina. Adult striped 
bass migrat t . e o spawnmg grounds, including the 
Chesapeake B · h · ay, m t e spnng, descend to coastal 
sounds and t . f 1 
. ' es uanes ol owing spawning, and 
migrate generally northward in the ocean in the 
summer t · , re urnmg generally southward durina the 
fall and · "' wmter (ASMFC 1995). A small portion 
~~ O%) of Chesapeake Bay female striped bass leave 
'.s estuary as 2-year old fi sh to join the coastal 
migratory t k S soc ome (4%) female striped bass 
<1ge , an 40% of males mature by that mature by , 4 d . 
age. A major portion (89% and 75%) of age 5 
fema les 'md , I . I . . . ' m.1 es, respective y, JOll1 the m1aratory 
'>tO'k o c · By age 9 , all male and female striped bass are 
mature d an part of the coastal migratory stock 
(Crecco 1994· ) Th . . . ct . e striped bass 1s a IonO'-ltved 
species , d . . "' 
· ctn can attam at least an age of 29 years 
(Merriman 1941 ) .. 
. The commercial fishery peaked at almost 15 
million pounds in 1973 but declined to 3.5 million 
pounds in 1983 v· · · . 1rg111ia and other states, except 
Maryland · · . , mamtamed static harvest caps from 1990 
throuoh 1994 d . . . "' , an the Virginia cap was 21 1,000. 
Maryland w·1s ab! t . fl . , e o impose a ex1ble quota during 
the s·1m · 
. ' e penod, and the quota rose in response to 
increasing stock size. Since 1979 recreational harvest 
'.anged from 28 to 65% of the total harvest and 
increased f 3 . . 
. rom .1 million pounds in 1990 to 6.6 
m11Iion · pounds m 1993 (ASMFC 1995). 
Striped bass historically provided for 
valuable , · y- . recreational and commercial fi sheries in 
trginia. Coast-wide estimates of the total economic 
impact from the 1993 fisheries for this spec ies ranged 
from $53 million (commercial fishery basis) to $270 
million , derived from all industries, jobs and taxes 
associated with striped bass recreational fi sheries 
(Southwick and Teisl 1995). These impacts can only 
increase, as the Atlan tic States Marine Fi sheries 
Commission (ASMFC) provided for an increase in 
Atlantic coastal states' commercial quotas and 
recreational fi shing seasons when it declared that the 
Chesapeake Bay stock was recovered as of January 
1995 (ASMFC 1995) . 
This recovered status was based on the current 
estimated level of striped bass spawning stock 
biomass (in pounds) which was found to be equal to 
or greater than average levels of the 1960-72 period 
(Rugolo et al. 1994) . Virginia and other Chesapeake 
jurisdictions may establish 1995 and 1996 commer-
cial and recreational fisheries , in accordance with a 
total fish ing mortality rate (F) of 0.33. This Fis 33% 
greater than the fi shing mortality rate allowed during 
the 1990-94 period (F = 0.25) and is 73% greater 
than the F for 1993 (F = 0.19) which was estimated 
from a mark (tag)-and-recapture study conducted in 
1994. Under the provisions of Amendment - # 5 
(ASMFC 1995), Virgi nia will be entitled to an 
increase in its commercial quota, from 211 ,00 pounds 
( 1994) to just less than 800,000 pounds and 1.38 
million pounds in 1995 and 1996. respectively. 
Virginia's Chesapeake Bay recreational fishery will 
be allowed a 107-day season in 1995 and 1996, 
compared to the 32-day seasons of the 1990-94 
period . This F of 0.33 is considered an interim F, and 
by 1997 F wi ll be set higher to correspond with the 
fully recovered stock status. 
Objectives of the ASMFC plan include monitor-
ing of fishery independent juvenile abundance 
indexes, spawning stock biomass levels and fishing 
mortality rates. Until 1997, state-specific mark-and-
recapture studies will continue to provide the basis 
for estimating previous seasons' fishing mortality 
rates. At that time a virtual population analysis 
(VPA) will be implemented to derive estimates of F, 
especially for coastal fisheries. Another objective of 
Amendment #5 (ASMFC 1995) is to identify critical 
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habitats and environ mental facto rs that limit long-
term maintenance and producti vity of east coast 
migratory stri ped bass throughout their range. 
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Summer Flounder (Fluke) 
Paralichthys dentatus 
The summer fl o under (Paralichthys den ta tus) 
histo rically has been o ne of the most important 
spec ies in the Virgin ia recreational fi shery, ranki ng 
second only to New Jersey in recreational landings 
(MAFMC 1987) . r urther, it is the most important 
component of Virg inia 's w inter trawl fi shery. While 
thi s spec ies has been among the most important in 
both recreatio nal and commercia l fi she ri es from 
Massachusetts to North Carolina (MAFMC 1987), 
landings dec lined drastically in the I 980's because of 
ove1fishing and yearc lass fa ilure (Anon. 1993). 
Consequently, stri c t management regulati ons have 
been put in pl ace through a joint Fishery Manage-
ment Plan (FMP) adopted by the Atlantic States 
Marine Fisheri es Commi ss ion and the Mid-Atlantic 
Fishery Manageme nt Counci l (see below) . 
Evidence was presented in the FMP tha t two 
stocks of summer flounder mi ght exist in the Mid 
Atlantic Bight (MAB) (Chang and Pacheco 1976, 
Henderson 1979) . In addition, recent fl ounder 
tagg ing studies conducted by the North Carolina 
Division of Marine Fisheries (G illiken et a l. in prep ., 
Monaghan I 992), and here at the Virginia Institu te of 
Marine Science (V lMS) (Desfosse et al. 1990) 
strongly support the ex istence o f a northern or 
·'offsho re" stock and a southern or '' inshore" stock. 
A previous tagging study of adults showed that 
most summer flou nder that spend the summer in 
Virginia waters mi grate south in the fall , spawn 
inshore north of Cape Hatteras, and return to Virginia 
in subsequent summers (Desfosse et a l. 1990). In 
addition, a smaller but sig nificant proportion of 
fl ounder that summer in Vi rgini a, particularly those 
on the seaside o f the Eastern Shore, migrate offshore 
52 
to 50- I 00 fm in the fa ll to spawn. Some tag returns in 
subsequent summers regularl y come from areas north 
of Virginia to New Jersey. Thus, there is evidence 
that both stocks occur in Virgin ia waters in summer 
as adu lts . 
It is hypothes ized that both stocks are present as 
young-of-the-year (YOY), and that the northern stock 
may contribute a relati ve ly hi gher proportion of the 
total YOY popu lation that found as adu lts. Evidence 
fo r thi s hypothes is is that a lthough occasionall y 
during mild winters summer flounder may success-
fully recruit to es tuarine nurseries as far north as New 
Jersey (Murawski I 973 , Festa I 974, Able et al. I 990, 
Ma lloy and Targett 1992), young-of-the-year summer 
fl ounder usually are not found in large numbers in the 
estuarine nurseries north of Virg inia until we ll into 
the ir first summer of life (Poo le 1966, Murawski 
1973 , Fes ta I 974, Scarlett 1981 ). Consequently, if 
northern estuaries are on ly occasionall y used as 
nurseri es, many of the fi sh that support fi sheri es from 
as far north as Massachusetts may be derived from 
nurseri es in Virgin ia and North Carolina, (Anon. 
1993), or coastal areas . Dominant coastal currents in 
the Mid-Atlantic Bight are to the southwes t and could 
carry pelag ic summer flounder eggs and larvae from 
northern spawn ing areas to Virg inia nurseries . 
Development of the Management Plan 
T he MAFMC first considered the development of 
a fi shery management plan for summer flounder in 
late 1977. During the early discuss ions, the fact that a 
sig nificant portion o f the catch was taken from state 
wate rs was considered . As a result, on 17 March 
1978 a questio nnaire was sent by the Council to east 
coast state fi shery administrators seeking comment 
on whether the plan should be prepared by the 
Council or by the states acting through the Atlantic 
States Marine Fisheries Commiss ion (ASMFC). 
lt was decided that the initial plan wou ld be 
prepared by AS MFC. The Council arranged for 
NMFS to make some of the Council' s programmatic 
grant funds ava ilable to finance preparatio n of the 
ASMFC plan . New Jersey was designated as the state 
with lead responsibility for the plan . The State/ 
Federal dra ft was adop ted by the Atlantic States 
Marine Fisheries Commiss ion at its annual meeting 
in October 1982. The original Council FMP 
(MAFMC 1988) was based on the AS MFC manage-
ment plan. NMFS approved the original FMP on 19 
September 1988 . 
Unfortunately, based on the results of the lates t 
assessment conducted in 1994, the stock has not 
rebuilt as fast as ant ic ipated. Stock size in 1996 w ill 
be lower than expected as the result of lower level of 
recruitment in 1993, a change in explo itation patterns 
with the fisheries ki lling more age O and age I 
summer flounder than ex pected , and an underestima-
tion of landed and discarded fi sh by commercial and 
rec reational fi shermen . 
Although the stock is rebuilding at a slower rate, 
stock size has increased from the low levels measured 
in 1989. T he SS B estimates fo r 1993 increased 6 1 % 
from the low level measured in 1989. Projected stock 
size estimates for 1994 and 1995 indicate that re-
build ing is continuing with increasing stock sizes and 
greater numbers o f fi sh available at the older ages . 
Althoug h the stock is rebu ilding, projections 
ind icate that the quota assoc iated with the target F of 
0 .23 in 1996 cou ld be approximately l l millio n 
pounds (5 .0 MT) or about one hal f of the quota in 
I 995 . Because o f this sharp reductio n in quota from 
1995 to 1996, and the associated short term negati ve 
consequences o r such a drastic change, the Cou nci I 
and Comm iss io n initiated a reexamination of the 
fi shing morta li ty rate reduction schedule for summer 
founder. 
Because o r the amo unt o f time and effort in-
vested in the development of the original fi shing 
morta li ty rate reduction schedul e, the Council and 
Commiss ion were very concerned about modifying 
the schedul e . As a policy, the Council and ASMFC 
do not believe that long term rate reduction schedules 
sho uld be changed from one year to the next. How-
ever, afte r care fu l considerati on, the Council and 
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Tautog 
Tautoga onitis 
Tautog occur from Nova Scotia to South Caro-
lina, and are commercially harvested in the United 
States between Massachusetts and Virginia. The 
current hook and line world record tautog, 24 lbs, 
was caoght off Wachapreague, Virginia in 1987. They 
are a s low growing territorial fi sh that mature at three 
to four years of age (- 13 inches), live over 30 years , 
and associate with hardbottom reef and rocky envi -
ronments. Therefore, they are eas ily located by 
fi shermen when hardbottom is limited, such as in 
Virginia, and due to the slow growth rate, have a low 
rate of replacement. Spawning occurs dail y from late 
April through July, with dominant males and femal es 
pair spawning, and smaller fi sh group spawning. 
Tautog are a cold water fi sh. Migration patterns show 
a seasonal in shore-offshore movement, with fi sh 
entering the Chesapeake Bay when the water tem-
perature reaches about 40°F. 
Tautog are susceptible to overfi shing due to these 
aspects of their life history. High fi shing pressure 
and decreased abundance throughout its range has 
demonstrated the need for management. AS MFC is 
currently working on a coastwide management plan, 
assuming a unit stock. Current regulations are highly 
variable; in Rhode lsland and Connec ticut a 16 inch 
minimum size limit is enforced, while in Mary land 
and Virginia, there are no size or bag limits in place. 
The hi storical fi shery for tau tog has been about 
85% recreationa l, 15% commerc ial. Recreational 
landings in Virginia peaked in 1984 at 799,006 fi sh, 
and have dropped to an average of 158,237 fi sh 
between 1990 and 1992 (MRFSS). Since 1980, 
tautog have become more marketable, thus commer-
cial pressure has increased. Virginia reported com-
mercial landings have ri sen steadily from 1,343 
58 
pounds in 1984 to 5,337 pounds in 1993. The 
primary gears for commercial harvest in the Southern 
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Management 
ASMFC - Under Development. 
Weakfish 
Cynscion regalis 
Weakfi sh (grey trout) have supported fi sheries 
a long the Atlantic coast since at least the I 800's . 
Weak fi sh are di stributed from Maine to Flori da and 
undergo ex tensive seasonal migrations, moving north 
in spring and summer and south in fall and winter 
(Seagraves 1992) . Weakfi sh attain sex ual maturity at 
an early age (most mature by age I), are hig hly 
fecund, and longev ity extends at least to 12 yea rs of 
age (Vaughan et al. 199 1 ). 
The commerc ia l fish ery accounted for rough ly 
87% of tota l (recreat ional and commerc ia l) weakfish 
landings (in pounds) during the 1990-92 peri od and 
70% of the 1994 tota landings of8,985,480 pounds. 
The principal commercial harvest area is North 
Caroli na which accounted for 68% of the l 993 coas t-
w ide commercial landings. G ill nets and otter traw ls 
account for most of the commercial landings. How-
ever, by-catch of weakfi sh in South Atlantic shrimp 
fi sheries is extensive (see below) . The mid -Atlantic 
reg io n is the major area of recreational harvest. 
Landings from both fi sheries h«ve been at low levels, 
especia lly since l 988. Max imu m landings of 40 
mil li o n pounds from both recreat ional and commer-
cial fi she ri es occurred in 1980. 
Weakfi sh are currentl y managed by the Atlantic 
States Marine ri sheri es Commi ss ion (ASMFC) as a 
unit s tock, based main ly on the results of a compari -
son of mitochondrial DNA from weak fi sh collected 
throughout many portions of the ir range ( Graves et 
al. 1992) . S ince Ju ly 3 1, 1994 At lantic coastal states 
have compli ed wi th a mandatory reduction in fi shing 
mortality rate schedu le, imposed by the Atlantic 
Coas tal Fisheries Coopcrat i ve Fishery Management 
Act (Public law 103-206) . Currentl y, Amendment #2 
(October 1994) to the AS MFC Management Plan for 
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Weakfish requires that states ach ieve at least a 33% 
reduction in fi shing mortality rates during the April I, 
1995 through Marcil 3 1, 1996 period. 
The average fi shing mortality rate (F) for the 
199 1_93 period was 1.26 (from Gibson 1994), and 
states must use a combination of size and possess ion 
limits and mainly seasonal closures to reduce Fin 
recreat ional and commercial fi sheries, respectively. 
An F = J .26 is equi valent to an annual rate of weak-
fish removal s of 71 %, from fi shing activit ies, a lone. 
The fi shing mortality rate was deri ved from a virtual 
popu lation analysis (VPA) wh ich used commerc_ial 
and recreational catch data (fi shery dependent), 111 
conjunction w ith a number of sources of fi shery 
independent data which were mainly indexes of 
juveni le abundance establi shed from results o f federal 
and state trawl surveys (Bonzek 1995; Crecco 1994; 
G ibson 1994). 
A large port ion of the catch data is attributed to 
the weakfish by-catch in South At lantic shrimp traw l 
fisheries (Gibson 1994; Vaughan 1995). For ex-
ample , the 1994 by-catch es timate was 21.6 million 
weakfish, whereas the estimated catch from recre-
ational and commercial (includes scrap and bait) 
fisheries was 12.3 million weak fi sh. There is more 
uncertainty assoc iated with the by-catch estimate than 
the estimated catch from the recreational and com-
mercial fisheries. However, the ASMFC manage-
ment plan requires that South Atlantic states reduce 
weakfish by-catch in shrimp fi sheries by 50%, 
starting in 1996. 
The weakfi sh population is at a very low level, 
compared to a decade ago (Vaughan 1995). At the 
same time, age 1 and 2 weakfish dominate the age 
composition, and few weakfish are greater than 4 
years in age (Vaughan 1995). The spawn ing stock 
biomass is al so at a very low level, however; recruit-
ment, in terms of production of weakfi sh, has re-
mained fa irl y stab le (Crecco 1994). Since 90% of 
age I weakfish are sex ually mature, and fecund ity is 
high, most fi shery sc ientists agree that the weakfish 
stock cou ld recover fair ly qu ickly, if F were de-
creased to 0 .6 (Pers . Comm ASMFC Techn ical 
Committee, 1995). 
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